My Testimonial
I write this story for myself, my son and father, and it is translated from Spanish by a translator, as it
is very important that you read our about our health results since we do Medisynx Method and want
to share it with you.
My father Antonio is now 68 years and now a healthy energenic man with two good working eyesw
and full alive, but that was not the case before, I will tell you his story.
My uncle , his brother is an ofthalmologist (eye doctor) in hospital in Spain and diagnosed blindness
of my father eye in 1991, due to an inflammation of eye nerve.
In 2010 my father got cataract and glaucome to his left eye too, with an Intra Ocular Pressure of
62 mm/ Hg druk) and needed to have surgery on a Tuesday in November, but because of the high
risk of complications his brother did not dare and doubted to carry it out. As that could lead to a total
blindness of both eyes.
My father did not see much anymore, his life was boring and limited, as he was a technical ingeneer
and love taking care of his garden. He was always a busy man, and now he was a man hanging on a
couch, depressed and did not want to live anymore. We begged him to go to Madrid for Medisynx
Method Treatment but he did not want to ´you want to make a cactus of me , ´he said. Logical cause
my father was a scientist, only believing in allopathic treatments.
But because surgery was to risky, we decided to bring father to Madrid without telling him anything,
but it was a 4 hours drive so he suspected soon what was going on and was very unkind to us.
Doctor Vink knew we were coming and was prepaired to take him over from us to support him to her
kabinet. Later he tol dus that she started with a simple question ´do you want to get better yes or
no?´ Well he could not deny that and he was willing to get treated by acupuncture. And at same time
they also took some blood for BASIS Plus Test.
She explained to him honestly that for his right eye were no expectations, as if his eye nerve was
damaged that is almost always definitely. But the good news that cataract and glaucoma can be
treated effectively within 1 treatment only, and that would mean his planned surgery for Tuesday is
not necessary anymore. And that his sight at 1 eye will be back again. That alone would be very
special, he thought.
Needles were placed at left side of his body from top to toe, but with only 1 needle on his tummy on
the right side, she explained that it is to clean and reset both sides of your body, as she discovered it
and since then it is part of her standard treatment. After a 20 minutes my father said ´I see some
light with my right eye!´. No that is impossible she said and asked us to come. We said to daddy
´please daddy no jokes, be serious´, and we put a cover over his left eye that he could not see
anything and did put on ad off the light, but incredible he saw that with his right eye. Well said
doctor Vink that would be fantastic because then I can do even more, as ´where there is light I can
bring vision´.
My father noticed that all pressure of his left eye was gone, a clear vision, no hazyness and without
black and grey spots anymore, saw beautiful colours of red. We were cheering from happiness, this is
fantastic this is a miracle. When he jumped of the bed he kissed doctor Vink with tears in his eyes, so
emotional, and said I love to be a cactus, incredible what you can do with needles, you are a
wonderdoctor!

You can imagine that on our 4 hours way back father could not stop talking, we had a totally different
daddy on board and said ´she is genial, and I am very impressed that although I was so crumpy she
still wanted to help me´.
Early next day, he called his brother, the ofthalmologist and instantly wanted to see him and noticed
with pleasure that it was true, his Intra Ocular Pressure was alll down to less than 20 mm Hg and that
his pupil of his right eye reacted to light, so very possitive.
And my father told his brother that a ´healthy ´value should be under 12 mm/Hg, only then your eye
is healthy, as almost nobody has such low pressure, we need to rewrite books of medicine.
Day by day his sight became better and better with his right eye, after 10 days he received his
testresults and started his diet immediately and did undergo a second acupuncture treatment and he
got his sight fully back. And tells everybody in town, I have a real miracle-doctor.
Ofcourse we asked our uncle to support us to get this treatment implemented in his hospital, but he
experienced only resistance and derisive laughter, unfortunately and knows I cannot press harder or
the establishment will kick me out. That is the awfull sad reality.
However we do not give up, as doctor Vink says ´I am a Galileo and the day will come that the world
will acknowledge …´ keep positive and hopefully we will see that happen.
Lucy, the true story of my father Antonino

